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This report is presented for acceptance to the Corporate Record.
BACKGROUND
Reason for Report
This Report is provided to update Council on the current progress of the capital project in response
to council motion COU21-10 from the Jan 11, 2021, Regular Council Meeting:
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Council direct Administration to return to Council by way of
a Regular Meeting, with a Report addressing the review of the Bear Street Shared Street Project, no later than 2021
April 30;
AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that the Report highlight: the challenges and successes of the Project to
date; the design process; communications and a schedule for completion as well as an understanding of the consequences
experienced;
AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Administration provide written notice of the scheduled meeting date
and submission deadlines to lease holders and business owners and operators involved in the project so as to encourage
their participation in the meeting during the regularly scheduled “Public Input on Agenda Items” section of the Agenda.
For: (6): Mayor Sorensen, Councillor Canning, Councillor Christensen, Councillor DiManno, Councillor Olver, and
Councillor Standish
MOTION CARRIED
Summary of Issue
This report will provide a comprehensive review of the Bear Street reconstruction project,
chronologically through the design, procurement and construction phases. In each phase, the report
identifies timeline and communications issues, and highlights successes of the project as well as
challenges and lessons learned. The report concludes with an outline of the process for completing
the remaining construction starting in Spring 2021.
Design Phase
The design process for Bear Street was a multi-step process, with public review and input, and
Council direction at various points in the process.
The genesis for the reconstruction of Bear Street dates back to 1992 and the adoption of the
Downtown Enhancement Concept (DEC) Plan. This plan was focused on the reintroduction of
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natural landscaping in the downtown, and the redistribution of space to better serve pedestrians.
The DEC plan would go on to be used as the basis for Banff Refreshing and its various elements are
still referred to today for design standards.

In 2013, the Transportation Master Plan recommended that Bear Street be explored as a candidate
for a shared street:

As referenced in the Transportation Master Plan, the goals of the Shared Street approach included
creating an environment focused on pedestrian activity and cycling, which would serve as a
destination unto itself within the downtown. Pedestrian analysis conducted indicated that Banff
Avenue had 6 times the number of pedestrians than Bear Street, and one of the stated goals of the
project has been to attract more visitors to Bear Street. Once on Bear Street, the rich palette of
amenities (e.g. landscaping, seating, outdoor cafés) are intended to accommodate longer stays and a
more memorable visitor experience.
In response to the Transportation Master Plan, Council passed motion COU14-357 to move the
project forward:

Anticipating that adapting to change would require some testing and analysis, a three-year pilot
project was commenced to test out geometric changes to the street, reduction in on-street parking,
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and receptivity towards increased sidewalk cafes. This was done through creation of temporary
platforms during the summers of 2015 through 2018.
In March 2018, a holistic approach to street design in Banff was presented to Council in the form of
the Draft Streetscape Design Guidelines. With respect to Bear Street, Wolf Street, and Caribou
Street this document noted that these streets should prioritize walking, cycling, and transit (where
applicable).
Communications and Engagement: During the annual pilot projects, communications to
visitors, residents and businesses identified the purpose of the temporary platforms was to
test methods of providing more space to pedestrians, relative to vehicles. The concept of
creating a shared street was communicated through a campaign that borrowed a term from
the Netherlands - Woonerf – to make people stop and learn more about efforts to create a
more “living street.” Street signage, advertising and public relations created a community
conversation about transforming the commercial and service hub to provide more space to
pedestrians and cyclists. Applying the two FFs in Banff to Woonerff reinforced the idea that
designing streets is community-specific and must be customized to specific areas.
Temporary platforms for seating provided a tangible example of how changes to the street
design could shift how the space is shared amongst users. The platforms enabled a broader
community conversation about use of public space, the traditional prioritizing of space for
vehicles, with less consideration of the benefits landscaping, public seating and accessibility.
Following each annual trial, stakeholder businesses were surveyed on the benefits and
challenges of the platforms, and community surveys helped compile feedback on the
Woonerff concept and its amenities.
On June 11, 2018, Council was presented with survey results containing public feedback on
the Woonerf trials, and at the same meeting Council provided direction via motions with
respect to a variety of design measures, including the amount of on-street parking to be
provided.
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Based on this direction, administration proceeded with concept design, culminating in a presentation
to Council in January 2019, where Council provided direction to seek public feedback on the
concept design:

In response to Motion FIN19-21, administration set up a series of open houses during February and
March of 2019. These were held on Bear Street in the Bear Street Mall and took place over three
days (over 13 hours) and reached between 200 and 250 people, with approximately 150
questionnaire responses submitted at the open houses.

A report detailing “What We Heard” was provided to Council on March 25, 2019. In addition to the
administration report, 12 different pieces of correspondence from the public was received in
association with this report and seven oral submissions were received.
Several motions were made relating to advancing the project and the issue was postponed to the
April 23 Council Meeting. At this meeting, an additional eight written submissions and nine oral
submissions were received. Following the public input, Council discussed in depth several elements
of the street design. Council provided eight distinct motions regarding detailed project design (e.g.
parking; café seating; seasonality; etc.) as follows:
COU19-117 Moved by Councillor Standish that council direct administration to move the construction phase of
the Bear Street Shared Street project to 2021 in the capital plan
DEFEATED Standish and Christensen in favour
COU19-118 Moved by Councillor Christensen that council direct administration to conduct a winter trial of the
Bear Street shared street project in 2019-2020.
DEFEATED Christensen in favour
COU19-119 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to revise the design of the Bear Street
project to integrate four to eight on-street, short-term loading stalls year-round.
COU19-120 Moved by Councillor Olver that council amend motion COU19-119 by removing the words “four
to eight” and replacing them with “eight to ten”.
DEFEATED Olver, Christensen and Standish in favour
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The vote followed on motion COU19-119: that council direct administration to revise the design of the Bear Street
project to integrate four to eight on-street, short-term loading stalls year-round.
CARRIED Christensen opposed
COU19-121 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to develop a seasonal approach for the
Bear Street project which removes sidewalk café seating and a limited number of bike racks between fall and spring
and reallocates this space to on-street, short-term loading.
CARRIED DiManno opposed
COU19-122 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to explore daily shifts in sidewalk café
seating on Bear Street during summer to create on-street, short-term loading during off-peak dining hours (e.g. 7 a.m.
– 11 a.m.).
DEFEATED Standish and Christensen in favour
COU19-123 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to explore allocating a total of six
stalls as accessible parking stalls for people with disabilities within the Bear Street surface lot as well as stalls for shortterm (1 hour) parking in the surface lot for access to professional / medical services.
CARRIED
COU19-124 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to return with a briefing on proposed
snow and ice management to address the unique design of Bear Street.
CARRIED
COU19-125 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to support Option 2 in the report as
the preferred basis for ongoing design development of the Bear Street project.
CARRIED
COU19-126 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to proactively reassess the design of
Bear Street in the future based on tenancy changes or emergent transportation trends.
CARRIED
Councillor Poole returned to the public meeting at 3:45 p.m.
With this final direction, administration developed detailed drawings for project construction.
Finally, on December 17, 2019, administration provided a presentation at Service Review regarding
the Bear Street project. Two written submissions and two oral submissions were received in
association with this presentation.
Timeline
In summary, the design direction for Bear Street has been established over the last 28 years, and as
the project moved closer to realization over the last 8 years, a cautious and deliberate approach to
design has been adopted that involved public feedback, multiple discussions with Council, and has
resulted in the design currently being built. Administration recognizes the value of healthy public
debate regarding public policy decisions. However, with respect to Capital Projects, there also needs
to be finality of decisions in order to move ahead.
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Diagram: Bear Street design evolution over the last 28 years

Design Successes:
• The Bear Street design is the culmination of decades of refining a Banff design approach
that best serves our visitor and resident community. The Bear Street design incorporates
leading concepts gleaned from experiences from Banff Refreshing, and focussed on
providing more space for pedestrians in our downtown core.
• Trials of elements of a shared street over a number of years allowed the Town to identify
servicing requirements, vehicle turning requirements, and gauge business interest in features.
• Final decisions about the Bear Street design involved thoughtful deliberation over several
years, informed by extensive public input that helped ensure leading global concepts were
improved to fit the needs of the Banff community. Examples include input on “table top”
intersections to slow east-west traffic and improve stop sign compliance at Wolf and
Caribou intersections, a mix of public and business-dedicated seating, and amount of
landscaping on the street.
• We are confident that the final designs will result in increased visitor traffic on Bear Street,
relative to Banff Avenue, as well as longer duration visits by residents and visitors, and longterm economic benefits to businesses on the street. Adding a new attraction destination in
Banff also provides economic benefits to all visitor-supporting businesses in the town.
Design Challenges/Lessons Learned:
• Public communications and engagement focused on the streetscape reconfiguration, surface
structure changes (i.e. no curbs, pavers design, “pedestrian-friendly zone”), with extensive
discussion on expanding pedestrian/seating areas at the expense of parking and driving
space. As a result, insufficient discussion occurred in the years and months leading up to the
reconstruction about the need and impact of replacing underground sewer and water lines
near the end of their lifecycle, nor the soil cell innovations under the streetscape. The
stakeholders on Bear Street and Banff residents were not sufficiently prepared for the
magnitude of the utilities replacement, and its effect on the timeline and area disrupted in the
project.
• As with any street, the evolution of types of tenants on Bear Street will affect pedestrian
routes, seating requirements and parking demands. For the long-term success of the street,
designing permanent elements to fit precisely with current tenants needed to be minimized.
This concept has presented challenges for some properties on the street.
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Procurement Phase
Following the completion of the design process in Fall 2019, the project was tendered in the open
market. Only three bids were received – all of these either over budget or non-compliant.
Market feedback was provided that the completion date required (August 2020) was impossible to
achieve, and that maintaining vehicle access throughout construction was exceptionally difficult and
would substantially hinder construction progress. Whether vehicle access could be safely provided
was also questioned. A number of contractors suggested the RFP requirements for dedicated
communications roles and activities affected the cost quotes and/or made the project unappealing as public communications was not within their skillset.
A number of contractors who didn’t bid provided feedback that they were too busy to tender the
work and that they felt the access and completion date requirements outlined made the job
unappealing.
Having zero compliant bids prior to budget approval would have required retendering after budget;
this would have placed a cost risk onto the project as we would have needed to rely on construction
estimates - which may not accurately reflect market/competition forces - for construction
budgeting. Having a fixed price would enable a much greater degree of certainty in the budget
values.
The project was therefore retendered in December 2019 with the following changes:
• Finish date moved to June 2021 - with completion of the hard surfacing in 2020
• Vehicle access to the three underground parkades during construction no longer a
mandatory requirement prior to service review in 2019.
• Contractor communications support requirements were removed.
Retendering proved successful and:
• The number of compliant bids was increased from zero to six
• Revised pricing was $1.2M less expensive than the first tender.
A local contractor – Bremner Engineering and Construction Limited (BECL) was the low bid.
BECL had declined to submit in the first tender citing some of the concerns outlined above. The
tender schedule showed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a start on site in April 2020,
start deep services in May 2020
start road base in August 2020,
completion of the hard surfacing in Fall 2020,
demobilization for winter, and
completion of landscaping in Spring 2021.

The Town provided BECL with a letter of intent on December 18, 2019. The letter of intent stated
that BECL was the successful proponent and that a contract for the project construction would
follow Council’s approval of the project construction budget (along with all the Service Review
process) in January 2020.
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Council approved the budget on January 13, 2020 and administration immediately began working
with BECL on the ancillary documents (such as the environmental protection plan, temporary water
servicing plan, temporary wastewater bypassing plan, safety plan, the traffic accommodation plan,
etc) that form parts of the contract. This work, though critical to the start of the project, was not
considered urgent as mobilization to site was not planned until April 2020.
Communications and Engagement: With the project approved, stakeholders on Bear Street
were contacted to commence the pre-construction phase of engagement. A communications
committee of Bear Street businesses and services was established to provide feedback on
branding for the project to help attract visitors to the street during construction. The
committee was designed to later transition to representatives for two-way ongoing
communications. The committee was modelled on the “Block Captains” roles during the
Banff Refreshing project on Banff Avenue. Elements of engagement included creating a name
for the project that would attract visitors, and establishing designs for use on hoarding scrim,
advertising, ambassador tents and other materials.
By the second meeting of the still-forming Bear Street Stakeholders Communications
Committee, the growing COVID-19 situation was declared a global pandemic. In the coming
weeks, several original members of the committee would decline further participation due to
work commitments or changes in their employment or business status.
Timeline Impact
Work on the ancillary documents and construction contract was ongoing when the COVID-19
pandemic became a cause for serious concern in March 2020. On March 12, 2020, the first
provincial restrictions were implemented, effectively closing all but essential services in Banff.
Consequently, Council directed administration to reopen the Town’s overall budget in order to find
potential service reductions and cost savings that might help reduce the impact of taxes on
struggling residents and businesses.
Ultimately, the overall budget would be reduced significantly, to achieve a 17% reduction in the
overall tax levy. Bear Street reconstruction was one of the projects that was actively discussed with
Council, community and businesses.
Communications and Engagement: The Stakeholder Communications Committee
representing tenants on Bear Street were polled to determine if they felt the reconstruction
project should be deferred a year, to a time when it was unknown if the pandemic would still
be affecting the community, or to proceed in 2020 during a period when visitation to Banff
was expected to be significantly reduced. Bear Street businesses and services were broadly
asked if it would be better to proceed in 2020 when it was unknown how long businesses may
be closed and tourism affected, versus potentially delaying the recovery of businesses by
starting the construction at a time when many believed the pandemic would be past.
The majority of businesses and services that provided feedback indicated the project should
proceed in 2020.
The Bear Street project was discussed at the March 23, 2020, meeting of Council and no motions
were forthcoming to cancel the project. The project was again discussed at the April 16 meeting of
Council when the Town’s revised capital and operating budgets were passed. This milestone
provided final funding approval for construction to begin. The construction contract was
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immediately signed on April 16 and BECL mobilized to site April 17 with demolition starting on
April 24.
Communications and Engagement: As part of the effort to reduce the Town’s overall budget
and to adapt to the changing pandemic environment, the Stakeholder Communications
Committee supported the suggestion to cut the Bear Street communications and marketing
budget by approximately 50%, retaining the Bear Street Ambassadors role – identified as the
most important element – while eliminating a suite of promotions and communications
tactics. The budget for the communications and marketing effort was reduced from $554,500
to $287,400 for 2020.
Construction project management uses the term “critical path” to describe the sequence of
construction activities that lead to the completion date. A delay to an item on the critical path will
therefore, in the absence of any subsequent acceleration to later critical path activities, cause a delay
to the completion of the project.
In the case of Bear Street, the demolition is on the critical path but only for the amount of time
taken to demolish the area required to make a start on the deep sanitary and water services (in this
case around two weeks for the Caribou Street intersection where the deep services start). After that
time then the deep services (being a substantially more time-consuming activity) becomes the critical
path activity; and demolition - provided it can stay ahead of the deep service work - becomes noncritical.
A delay to the start of the deep services would severely impact the timely completion of the work
and is a key contributor to the current schedule delay of not being able to complete the hard
surfacing in Fall 2020 as planned.
In the case of Bear Street, BECL was delayed in starting the deep services due to commitments
made in Canmore on the Railway Avenue/Bow Valley Trail Project. This project experienced
substantial delays - primarily due to high groundwater. BECL had planned to demobilize from
Canmore in May 2020 but ground water issues pushed demobilization to June, 2020. BECL made
the commitment to take on Canmore in March, 2020, when the Bear Street Project Contract award
remained uncertain, and was still being discussed in open meetings.
Communications and Engagement: During this period, the Stakeholder Communications
Committee finalized the “Brand New Bear” marketing name for the project, finalized designs
for the hoarding scrim, signage and launched the project website. Ambassadors were not
hired before construction, as had been originally planned, due to safety concerns regarding
customer interactions not being advisable according to COVID science on the virus
transmission. At the same time provincial restrictions had forced the closure of most
businesses and services resulting in a reduction of visitors in destination and very low
pedestrian traffic on the street.
Procurement Successes:
• Retendering the project saved $1.2M on the construction costs
• Retendering the project increased the certainty of the budget value
• A local contractor won the contract through a combination of price and experience –
resulting in 41,000 person-hours of work (to date) and associated revenue staying within the
Bow Valley.
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•

•
•
•
•

Working with local contractors brings additional benefits including:
o Support for warrantee items
o knowledge of Town of Banff and national park standards
o an established working relationships with the project team members involved as
well as the local community.
Checking in with residents and businesses on Bear Street affirmed that the majority of
stakeholders felt the project was worthwhile and that it should proceed.
Benefits of employing local trades and building at a time when businesses were closed, and
visitation was expected to be low were some of the benefits cited. Many businesses asked if
the project could be accelerated.
The check-in process in Council meetings also allowed businesses and residents who were
not supportive of the project to have another chance to voice concerns to Council.
Stakeholder committee helped advanced the marketing elements of a project name, designs
for scrim and material, and assisted in reducing the marketing and communications budget
to reduce the overall levy to taxpayers in Banff.

Procurement Challenges/Lessons learned:
• Checking in with community was highly beneficial for the reasons stated above but
uncertainty surrounding whether the project would go ahead may have been a consideration
in BECL taking on the Canmore project.
• With local contractors (who tend to have a smaller pool of resources to call from), then
delays on one project can have a knock-on effect on others. Usually, these are minor in
nature but a 6-week delay to the start of the project has proven impossible to catch up
entirely.
• The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing closures to businesses and services
affected the composition of the Stakeholder Communications Committee. Several members
departed the committee, preventing the advisory group to effectively represent all interests
on the street, and serve as an information relay to all tenants on Bear Street.
• The retendering to meet the approved budget required the elimination of requirements in
the RFP, including dedicated communications resources and roles provided by the
contractor. This amendment may have resulted in communications challenges in the next
phase – construction.
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Construction Phase
Timeline Impact
Construction started on schedule on April 17, 2020 with the demolition work. Delays were being
experienced with the Canmore project and BECL were highly committed to that project –
demobilizing from Canmore with the utility work partially complete was simply not possible and
BECL had the vast majority of their deep service work resources assigned in Canmore, leaving only
demolition and surface work crews available to work in Banff. Crucially, deep service crews would
not become available until six weeks beyond the scheduled start date for the deep service work.
Demolition continued through out April and May and, in an attempt to mitigate the delay to the start
of the deep services and enable multiple crews to start on site (in lieu of the single crew proposed in
the tender schedule):
• the whole street was demolished
• the temporary water system was set up for the whole street.
This plan would pay minor dividends when the deep service work started.
Underground work is often the biggest area of risk for any construction project – ‘unforeseen ground
conditions’ is almost always defined as an Owner risk in a Contract – these conditions would include
items such as contaminated or unsuitable soils, underground utility conflicts, and infrastructure to be
abandoned.
On Bear Street, considerable effort in the design phase was made to try to identify the horizontal and
vertical alignments of the underground infrastructure – ToB staff and consultants made tours of
private basements, carried our camera inspections of the sanitary and storm lines and surveyed all asbuilt information made available to the Town at the time of Incorporation.
The utilities are up to 100 years old and records of them were incomplete in many cases – so that, for
example, although we may know where a water service enters the building then we would not know
its relative alignment to other utilities and main connections until the service was excavated. The
same is also true of many of the existing shallow utilities (power, gas, and communication).
Deep service work was scheduled in the tender to start on May 1, 2020. The actual start was 6 weeks
later on June 15, 2020. Bringing on multiple crews did enable the activity duration to proceed on two
fronts simultaneously, however difficulties with utility conflicts and the need to change alignments
caused the overall duration to remain the same as it had been in the tender schedule (at 15 weeks).
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Water main and service connections being constructed in tight conditions – note the full width between the fence lines is
occupied in the left image. Concrete thrustblocks and 90 degree bends are being added in the service connections to avoid
infrastructure clashes, right.
Bear Street reconstruction is the most complex road project undertaken by the Town of Banff. The
table below shows a comparison of the number of principal project tasks involved in Banff
Refreshing and Bear Street.
Banff Refreshing
Demolition
Temporary services
Water mains
Sewer mains
Water services

Chlorination point install
Chlorination point removal
Sanitary services
Storm mains
downspout connections to storm system
catch basins
catch basin leaders
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Bear Street
Demolition
Temporary services
Water mains
Sewer mains
Water services
Connect water services through building foundations (6 properties)
90 degree bends and thrust blocks to avoid soil cell conflicts
Chlorination point install
Chlorination point removal
Water bottle fill station
Sanitary services
Connect sewer services through building foundations (4 properties)
Storm mains
connect storm sewer service through building foundation (2 properties)
downspout connections to soil cells or storm system
trench drain mud slab
trench drain install and pour
collection pipework
distribution pipework
overflow pipework
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Stormwater sumps
inspection ports
streetlight power
special event power
streetlight foundations
Street light placement
custom junction boxes
Shallow utility connection (power)
Fire pit gas service
data cable
speaker wire
Soil cell excavation
Soil cell installation, insulation & geotextile
Place soil cell topsoil
Irrigation pipework - roots
grade beam form, pour, cure and strip
Cut boulders to 1" tolerance to reduce maintenance
place boulders
grout boulders
power receptacles
place topsoil
Irrigation pipework - surface & drip
Moisture & Rain sensor system
Remove top 600mm (road core)
heating and hoarding
place geotextile & insulation
backfill with engineered road base
curb and gutter
concrete sidewalks + paver edger
asphalt
concrete headers
block paving surface prep
block paving
polymeric sand
street furniture foundations
fire pit foundations and installation
install street furniture
Custom street furniture such as planter benches
Geotextile to wrap top soil
Soft landscaping

streetlight power
streetlight foundations
Street light placement
Shallow utility connection (power)
Data cable
Planting pods - excavation

Planting pods - place Rundle stone

Place engineered soil
Irrigation pipework
road base preparation
backfill with engineered road base
curb and gutter
concrete sidewalks + paver edger
asphalt
concrete headers at crosswalks
stamped concrete crosswalks & intersections

Street furniture

Soft landscaping
30

60

Banff Refreshing had around 30 stages; Bear Street has around 60. Of the 60 stages, 50 are either
complete or substantially complete (shown in green).
The Banff Refreshing 200 block scope covers an area of 73,500 square feet, Bear street 200 block,
including the intersections at each end is around half the area at 42,500 square feet. The combination
of complexity of work (twice the number of stages) and limited working space (around half the area)
compounded difficulties experienced on the project.
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The key critical path activities and their relative proposed and actual milestone dates are provided
below, milestones related to the COVID pandemic are highlighted in orange:
Critical Path
Activity (&
COVID
milestones)
Tender Closed

Contract
Schedule

Actual

Time behind
schedule / (Time
Recovered)*

13-Dec-19

13-Dec-19

On schedule

Letter of Intent
Signed
Pneumonia
outbreak

18-Dec-19

18-Dec-19

On schedule

Budget
Approved
Pandemic

13-Jan-20

31-Dec-20

13-Jan-20
30-Jan-20

Town of Banff
ECC Mobilized

13-Mar-20

Town of Banff
declares SOLE
Borders Close

17-Mar-20

First case in
Banff

27-Mar-20

COVID Budget

16-April-20

18-Mar-20

Contract
Signed

15-Jan-20

16-Apr-20

3 months

Mobilization to
site

17-Apr-20

17-Apr-20

On Schedule

Demolition
Start

24-Apr-20

24-Apr-20

On schedule

01-May-20

15-Jun-20

6 weeks

Deep Services Start
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Comments

Activity Duration
Contract
Actual

Re-tendered
Better market
response (more
competitive bids
received)
$1.2M savings
relative to Tender #1

World Health
Organization (WHO)
announces outbreak
in China
Budget re-opened
due to COVID
WHO declares global
health emergency
Emergency
Management Plan
Activated
State of Local
Emergency
Government of
Canada
First case in Banff
region reported by
AHS
Town of Banff
finalizes revised
COVID budget
Contract signature
followed budget
approval

Demolition is not on
critical path after
Caribou intersection
complete
Late start due to
BECL working on
commitments in
Canmore
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Deep Services Finish

30-Jul-20

04-Sep-20

5 weeks

Road Base Start

15-Aug-20

28-Sep-20

6 weeks

Road Base Substantial
Completion

01-Nov-20

23-Dec-20

7 weeks

Winter
Demobilization

27-Nov-20

23-Dec-20

(4 weeks)

Pavers Start

07-Sep-20

03-May-21

8 months

Pavers Finish

30-Oct-20

19-Jul-21

8 months

Project
Completion

25-Jun-21

19-Jul-21

3 weeks

Design changes to
accommodate asbuilt conditions
Additional crews
brought in to
accelerate schedule
Late start due to
ongoing deep
services
Includes 4 weeks
winter working
(winter construction
was not
contemplated in the
contract schedule)
Additional work
carried out in winter
(winter construction
was not
contemplated in the
contract schedule)
Activity deferred to
Spring 2021 to avoid
potential quality
concerns with winter
paver install
Activity deferred to
Spring 2021 to avoid
potential quality
concerns with winter
paver install
6 week delay in deep
services start
3 weeks recovered
through additional
crews and winter
work
Project scheduled to
complete 3 weeks
behind schedule

15 weeks

15 weeks

11 weeks

12 weeks

8 weeks

10 weeks

14
months
(62
weeks)

15
months
(65
weeks)

*Note time recovered is shown for winter work where 4 weeks was gained through winter work that
was not contemplated in the original project schedule.
As shown in the table:
• Demolition started on schedule however the deep services started 6 weeks late
• The planned and actual durations for the key critical path activities of deep services and road
base construction are similar
• Winter work has saved around 4 weeks of work that would otherwise have needed to have
taken place in summer 2021
• Deep services were substantially complete in early September – the completion of these
services is a key critical path activity
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•
•

Pavers (which account for the majority of the hard surfacing) were due to start in September
2020 but have been delayed to a May 2021 start.
Project completion is scheduled for mid-July, 3 weeks later than anticipated in the
construction tender

Space was at a premium throughout the project
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Person hours by trade and by month are shown in the chart below:

As shown in the chart:
• Person hours peak from September to November – following on from the completion of
the deep services. Ideally this peak would have been earlier it the season and labour used in
winter activities (such as heat and hoarding) would have been used instead on more
productive activities.
Communications and Engagement: The marketing program to attract people to Bear Street
commenced as construction started, with the implementation of branded scrim on hoarding
fencing main areas of the site, promotional pedestrian signage on Wolf and Caribou streets,
vehicle signs at the four entrances to the zone on Caribou and Wolf streets, the launch of a
dedicated Brand New Bear website, local newspaper and radio advertising, and a weekly paid
social media campaign targeting people in Banff. Work included daily updated business
wayfinding and detour signage, installing four large business directories, weekly specials and
features promotional flyer, on-street activation with two branded tents, two life-size bear
props encouraging physical distancing and to visit Bear Street, street decals on Banff Avenue
promoting Bear Street and a limited-edition Brand New Bear face mask promotional
giveaway on the July and August long weekends.
The Bear Street Ambassador program was launched in July, after provincial restrictions were
lifted, some businesses were allowed to reopen, and visitation to Banff resumed. However,
ambassadors – the priority tactic identified by Bear Street stakeholders – were tasked with
COVID safety communications to visitors, before dedicated Safety Ambassadors were hired.
This provided an immediate engagement opportunity with all visitors and residents, by
distributing free masks, followed by providing recommendations for shopping, rentals,
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services and dining on Bear Street. After Safety Ambassadors were hired to patrol the new
Banff Avenue pedestrian zone, the Bear Street Ambassadors continued to dispense masks
and provide safety protocol reminders. Bear Street tent booths were stationed on Banff
Avenue throughout the summer period, as well as periodically at the Train Station Parking
Lot and on Caribou Street. On weekends, Ambassadors patrolled all main parking areas,
Bow Avenue, Banff Avenue and Central Park, as well as entrances to Bear Street, to
encourage pedestrians to visit Bear Street.
As the construction project proceeded to occupy more of Bear Street, additional
Ambassadors were hired due to required changes in their duties. The 14 Ambassadors
staffed Bear Street seven days a week, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekdays and to 8 p.m. on
weekends, through to December 23. This expanded the original marketing plan of only
staffing Thursday-Sunday, until September. The change was implemented to help residents
and visitors navigate the frequently changing pedestrian routes into Bear Street and through
to final destinations on the street. Ambassadors also focused on maintaining width of
pathways to allow COVID distancing requirements, or to sign routes when they became too
narrow for adequate distancing.
Due to the
construction footprint,
which removed the
ability for full northsouth passage on
sidewalks, and with
frequently changing
pedestrian routes,
Ambassadors were
stationed at all
entrances to Bear
Street, and key
navigation points within the construction zone, to assist – sometimes escorting – pedestrians
to destinations.
The duration of some sidewalk closures and access closures in front of businesses became
longer than initially expected when difficulties were encountered (see additional information
below). Small map-based signs were installed at all entrances to the Bear Street construction
zone, which Ambassadors revised daily or several times a day, depending on changes to the
construction progress, to help pedestrians navigate to their destination. Ambassadors were
informed throughout the day when closures would occur, to allow them to redirect
pedestrians. Marketing booths remained on Banff Ave through the summer, and on
weekends Ambassadors were focussed on attracting visitors to Bear Street. However, during
the weekdays, all Ambassadors were stationed to assist with navigating the site.
The stakeholder communications transitioned in the construction phase to a dedicated
website, a weekly stakeholder newsletter (42 editions to date), weekly Stakeholder
Communications Committee virtual meetings, project update posters on site, periodic print
flyers and direct communications to properties and tenants affected by closures.
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Construction Successes:
• 100-year-old infrastructure is now fully replaced
• A storm system is provided on the South end of the street – resulting in unnecessary
treatment costs and GHG emissions (previously rainwater would be pumped to the waste
water treatment plant where it would be treated with other waste water).
• Stormwater for the whole street is now fed into the soil cell system where it will reduce the
need for irrigation, promote heathy tree growth and reduce the amount of untreated water
being discharged to the Bow River.
• All services have been up sized to accommodate future growth - such that if a low water
usage building (such as retail) is redeveloped into a high water usage building (such as
restaurant) then the utilities will be in place to accommodate that change without needing to
dig up the street.
• Many businesses have taken advantage of the project to replace and upsize services through
their foundation walls – this should also reduce the need for excavation that might otherwise
be associated with a future redevelopment.
• The Bear Street Winter Pedestrian Zone, which was intended to mitigate the construction
zone’s impact during the winter down-time was viewed by administration and many business
owners as a success, enabling residents and visitors a chance to recreate on an outdoor ice
rink, creating temporary attractions through BLLT’s Banff sign, providing hospitality
establishments with an opportunity for outdoor dining and hosting components of
SnowDays, specifically several snow sculptures.

Construction Challenges/Lessons Learned:
Construction challenges were numerous and are summarised in three areas below:
1. Unforeseen Conditions – these are items which were unknown - and unknowable - prior to the
start of construction. These items often led to a need to be nimble and redesign work and change
plans ‘on the fly’. Both BECL and the Consultant group, led by WSP in Canmore, worked hard to
mitigate the effects of these items, however unforeseen conditions were a key contributor to both
schedule delay and activity uncertainty – i.e. where we may have planned for series of events, but
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actual utility locations lead to a different series of events, different times of closure or different
routing of pedestrians.

Working around existing utilities slowed construction progress
Examples of these types of difficulties are provided below:
•

Lack of as-built information for deep utilities resulting in the need to change utility
alignments and proposed layouts of item such as soil cells.
• Lack of information for shallow utilities - shallow, third-party utility infrastructure had to be
meticulously worked around and repaired.
• Connecting into existing building services required, in some cases, a rework of the utility
alignment to meet current sanitary and water separation standards.
• The COVID-19 pandemic presented a new requirement to maintain two-metre-wide
sidewalks during the construction to meet health guidelines. This had the effect of slowing
construction progress as machines had limited working space and soil storage space was
further reduced.
• Mitigations such as temporary bridges were reconsidered considering the need to maintain
physical distancing, and due to the practicality of spanning large distances over open
excavations for work elements such as deep services and soil cells.
• The Banff Avenue pedestrian zone caused the closure of Caribou Street – creating
challenges for construction access to the site.
• Winter work was not anticipated in the tender schedule but, in order to try to regain some of
the lost time, BECL continued to work onsite throughout November and December.
Winter work brings a new set of challenges:
• Heating and hoarding occupies much of the workload and further constricts the
available space;
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•

Frozen ground cannot be backfilled and frozen material can not be properly
compacted so backfill testing and quality control are paramount concerns to ensure
exceptional quality and longevity of the road surface

Progress is slow with winter work however the work was worthwhile and around 4 weeks
lost time was made up in the process. Without the winter work the completion date would
likely have needed to be extended into August 2021.
2. Underestimated Scope of Work – these are items which were known prior to start of
construction but where the scale of the work involved was not fully appreciated until construction
was underway.
•

The 721 soil cells units of the Bear Street project serve as storm water retention, irrigation
and root containment structures. Their dimensions and details were known prior to
construction but they were nonetheless complex to construct. Each of the 37 cell locations
is excavated, insulated on all sides, wrapped in geotextile, filled with topsoil then partially
dug out again for the root watering systems. After placing topsoil to the top of the soil cells,
mud slabs are formed, reinforcing installed and concrete placed; perimeter rock planting
pods are then placed (each rock placed within 1” tolerance to the adjoining boulders);
surface irrigation, power, data and moisture sensor systems are installed (by two separate
subcontractors) prior to backfilling the pods with more topsoil.
Construction of the soil cells at the south end of the street, and particularly in the Caribou
intersection, took much longer than originally expected. Considerable time and effort was
spent on fine tuning construction methodology to improve production as the project
progressed. A lesson learned here is to allow considerably more time on future projects
where soil cells are an essential component of the project design.
As outlined above, the complexity of the project was known during the design phase – the
tender drawings showed all of the details required to build all 60 of the principal project
tasks. However, many of the tasks, products and methodologies have never been done
before in the Bow Valley and gradual learning curves were experienced in many areas.
Quality control is a critical component of the construction process. For example, when the
trench drain was placed, great care was taken to ensure that the drain will flow (on a very flat
site) and that it will stand up to a full life span of heavy traffic use. Spending additional time
and effort on items such as this could have been anticipated during the scheduling of the
project, however attempting to shortcut during construction would have created much
bigger issues in the future.

•

In the final design stage, and leading into the procurement phase, communications to Bear
Street stakeholders described the construction project as ‘similar to the 2008 Banff
Refreshing construction process’. In that project, use of temporary bridge systems in a wider
street and sidewalk area allowed construction to continue while access to all businesses was
always maintained. As construction progressed and details of access methodology were being
discussed, it became apparent that conditions such as large spans for deep utilities and soil
cells and the need to maintain 2m sidewalks & accesses meant that the use of bridges was
not feasible. In some cases, businesses only have one door to the property and/or
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alternative access from side doors or alley ways was not feasible – in these cases disruptions
to businesses were unavoidable.

Much of the work was time consuming and complex – soil cells and associated electrical irrigation geotextile and
irrigation in the top images. Planter boulders being placed by machine and by hand in the bottom image; many of
these were also cut to achieve precision placement with 1inch separation tolerance.
3. Communications – these are items which are related to the processes used for communication
with stakeholders, and communications between BECL and the Town.
•

Challenges identified in items 1 and 2 above affected the accuracy and timeliness of
communications to property owners, tenants and individuals who live and work on the
street.
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•

Communications tools: For the early stages of the project, a single map system was used to
show the location, nature and duration of the work, in each of four zones of the street. The
goal was to provide a system that would be easy for stakeholders and affected parties to
understand through weekly updates. Unfortunately, the four-zone map was not a suitable
tool to use for a project where construction affected precise locations within a zone, and
changes in workflow frequently occurred during the week. Part way through the project a
matrix tool (10-day Front Door Access Closures Schedule) was developed to provide
detailed information that indicated whether business front doors would be accessible, closed
off or partially closed for limited periods in the day. The matrix showed day-and-by impact;
what was scheduled to happen and, though not perfect, was far more reliable than the map
system. The matrix tool was updated on Fridays and then communicated to stakeholders
either in person, email and on the website.

•

Resources: A key component of stakeholder communications was the establishment of a
Business Liaison Officer. As part of the cost-reduction effort to reduce the Town budget in
response to the COVID pandemic, the Town cancelled a plan to hire an external contract to
provide the Liaison role, and instead filled the role through a portion of work for an existing
employee. In addition, the Ambassadors were unable to serve as a conduit for information
about the construction project to Bear Street stakeholders, as they were fully engaged in
pedestrian traffic management on weekdays, and promotions on weekends. As the
construction project proceeded with the challenges identified above, and because the
seconded employee saw their normal duties increase with other development activity in
town, it became apparent that a full FTE was required to manage frequently changing
communications. Consequently, a second Town employee was seconded to contribute a
portion of time to the project, dedicated to communicating with businesses on Bear Street.
Together the positions engaged daily with property owners, business owners and employees,
service organizations, and building managers to provide information about the project.

•

Processes: The communications flow set at the beginning of the project was not always
followed in the early phase of construction. Information received by the Town that was
communicated to the stakeholders was not always consistent with information
communicated by the contractor to stakeholders. Predominantly, these direct
communications from the contractor were efforts to provide the most up to date
information to businesses and property owners, as unforeseen conditions arose on site. The
changes were not always communicated to the Town first, and the inconsistent flow of
information caused frustration among businesses as it was unclear what was the “official”
source of information. The flow of information for communications to specific businesses
was improved by implementing daily briefings that included Town Liaison staff, who would
immediately contact businesses affected by construction decisions in the next days. The
“week-ahead” information was posted on the project website, delivered through enewsletter, and delivered directly to affected properties and their tenants. The removal of the
dedicated communications role and duties in the retendered RFP placed greater
requirements on the Town and may have contributed to communications issues. The Liaison
roles needed to evolve with the requirements and adapt to the challenges identified in items
1 and 2 above.
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•

Closure notification: Unforeseen issues discovered during excavation and construction
resulted in changes in scheduled closures that were not reflected in the previous
notifications. The commitment to provide 48 hours notice about closures of front door
access to businesses was not always met, causing understandable frustration among
businesses needing to schedule staff and communicate their open hours. These problems
were largely resolved with the implementation of the matrix notification system, the daily
briefing involving Town liaison staff, and a commitment to provide greater notice to Bear
Street tenants if closures to front door access were anticipated.

•

Competing goals: The focus on maintaining quality of the project and the emphasis on trying
to reduce the overall construction timeline – to overcome delays from the unforeseen issues
– resulted in accelerating work at times and reducing advanced notification to stakeholders
about changes in construction schedules affecting individual properties or tenants. This is
rectified with a renewed commitment to at least 48 hours advance notice about any closures
that were not previously planned and communicated.

2021 Construction
Stages and construction sequencing for remaining work
A number of construction tasks remain to be completed in 2021, the tasks are summarised in the
stages below; supporting maps representing impacts to the public are also included in the following
pages.
In general:
• The finishing work will start in the centre of the street, at the fire pit (where the diagonal
block paving pattern originates) and will proceed with separate crews working both North
and South concurrently.
•

Bedding gravels will be placed from on top of the new road base (from in front of the
advancing line of pavers).

•

Pavers will be laid from the centre of the street outwards. This methodology will:
o keep the pattern centred and aligned per the design
o allow efficiency in work flow as the preparation work and bedding scopes are kept
ahead of the paver and finishing work.

•

The trench drain (a linear concrete feature extending most of the length of the street in line
with the eastern planting pods) provides a natural break in the paving pattern – work will
take place to the East and West of the trench drain independently.

•

As with the 2020 work, priority will be given to maintaining pedestrian access adjacent to the
businesses and at defined crosswalks through the central work zone. The central work zone
will need to be kept closed to pedestrians and vehicles until project completion as access will
be required for machinery and equipment. Pedestrian detours will be implemented with
signage and business closures will be informed with the matrix tool updated weekly. The
pedestrian detours will need to be fluid in order to accommodate construction and allow
business access and every effort will be made to ensure that pedestrian flow is kept as
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efficient as possible – for example allowing pedestrian access on one side of the street while
working adjacent to the buildings on the other side of the street.
•

When business closures are required, the same communication tool used in 2020 will be used
to communicate to each affected business. The tool shows each business and its access
status (Open, Intermittent access or No Access) on a daily basis, a minimum of 48 hours will
be provided for all front door closures.
The table below shows the approximate scale of closures completed and remaining for each
of the businesses on Bear Street.
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As shown in the table most businesses will have front separate door closures of 1-2 days for
road base prep and 4-5 days for sand and paver installation. These durations will be
shortened as much as possible. Closures will vary in location, date and duration and will be
informed, with a minimum of 48 hours notice using the front door closure matrix too –
sample below.

Sample front door closure matrix tool
Additional detail on the work sequences is provided below:
1. Re-mobilization
As shown in the diagrams below, and as with the 2020 construction work, construction laydown
and working space is required in the parking lot and at both ends of the street.
• Laydown areas for construction site access, gravels, boulders and other materials
needed for the paver preparation work scopes will be established at Wolf Street and
in the parking lot from March 10 until completion. The Caribou Street laydown will
need to be in place from late April until construction completion. Driving lanes on
Bear Street and at the intersections of Wolf Street and Caribou Street will therefore
need to be closed to vehicular traffic until completion. The vehicular access to the
Brewster’s Mountain Lodge parkade will be maintained until approximately April 25
and will be re-established after project completion.
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2. Complete engineered road base
• This stage involves heating the ground, removing some of native material,
compaction of native soil, installation of geotextile & insulation and the compaction
of gravels.
3. Installation of planters/soil cells (2 remaining)
• To perform this task in winter conditions, we will need to thaw then excavate frozen
ground, each location will be excavated, insulated on all sides, wrapped in filter cloth,
filled with topsoil then partially dug out again for the root watering systems. After
placing topsoil to the top of the soil cells, mud slabs will be formed, reinforcing
installed and concrete placed.
4. Installation of rock boulders
• Selection & transport of selected boulders from the laydown areas will be followed
by the cutting of boulders to achieve 1” spacing tolerance. Once the boulders are
adjusted or re-cut, then heating of boulders will take place to allow for the grouting
of the boulders in place.
5. Landscaping
• The project involves the planting of the 100+ trees and 1,000 shrubs The availability
of certain species will affect the progress of this activity and, whilst it would be
beneficial to complete the planting early in the project, the activity is not on the
critical path and can take place either before or after the paver installation.
6. Irrigation
• Installation of 2 separate piping systems in the soil cells and in the planters as per
design in the planters remaining to be built in 2021. Minor scope of work on the
2020 scope of work will also be completed.
7. Electrical
• Completion of around 5% of the scope of work.
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8. Road surface
Four phases are required to complete the road surface. The two crews dedicated to the
road surface will start from the parking lot area and work towards the Wolf and Caribou
junctions independently. The images below relate to the Northbound crew; similar steps
and sequencing will be followed for the Southbound crew.

a. Roadbase final grading
i. This step involves final preparation and road base grading for the full
width of the street. The images below show the areas for construction
access, working area and pedestrian flow for the two sequences (either
side of the trench drain)

Roadbase final grading – East of trench drain
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Roadbase final grading – West of trench drain
b. Gravel placing
i. This step involves installation of gravel supporting the pavers. Gravel will
be place by machine, then raked by hand and compacted with vibrating
plate tampers or rollers

Gravel placing – East of trench drain
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Gravel placing – West of trench drain
c. Sand placing
i. Placing of the sand supporting the pavers will involve machine and hand
work, the sand will be “screeded” to ensure a flat, uniform surface for
laying the pavers. Final grades will be established with string lines from
the permanent features such as the trench drains, manhole covers, etc.
d. Block paver placing
i. This highly labour-intensive step involves the installation of
approximately 90,000 individual pavers will form the road surface.
Pavers will be placed individually by hand (the pattern being too complex
to be completed using a paver laying machine). At 75m2 (750SF) per
crew, per day, this activity will take around 61 working days.
ii.

Paver cutting will be another labour-intensive activity and each paver
around the perimeter of any of the surface features (trench drain,
building edge, manhole covers, valves, streetlights, planters, etc.) will
need to be measured and cut on site. Approximately 10,000 cuts will be
required.
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Sand and unit pavers – East of trench drain

Sand and unit pavers – West of trench drain
e. Polymeric sand
i. The final step in road surface works is to place the polymeric sand
that will fill the 2mm (approx.) spaces around each of the blocks.
The sand will act as a sealant - preventing water from entering the
subsurface. The sand must be installed in dry & warm conditions
and must be cured before sidewalks can re-open. 1 day has been
allowed for curing, but this could be as little as 3 hours depending on
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weather conditions. At this point the sidewalk portion adjacent to
the buildings can be re-opened, but closures may still occur until
project completion.

Polymeric Sand – East of trench drain

Polymeric Sand – West of trench drain
Steps 8a to 8d will be repeated in 8 working zones of Bear Street (see image below) all the way to
Wolf Street and Caribou Street. The driving lanes that have a completed road surface will be
used to move or store material and equipment until project completion. The sidewalks that have
a completed road surface will be able to be partially occupied, but sidewalks and restaurant/café
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seating closures may still occur to allow the safe completion of isolated activities such as
planting, street furniture installation, street lighting, rock cladding, etc.
9. Site furnishings
• This stage involves the installation of bike racks, benches and other site furnishings
throughout the street. A key feature will be the construction of a custom-built fire pit
located across from the Bison Courtyard building, by the entrance of the parking lot.
The fire pit will provide ambiance, some warmth while providing a sense of place. Its
design is flexible and a dual energy source will be provided and programmed
accordingly.
Installing site furnishing involves equipment that generate dust & noise. Sidewalk
closures may be required to complete this stage.
10. Gas servicing in back alley
• The fire pit must be connected to existing ATCO infrastructure located in the alley
by the back entrance to the Bear Street Mall. The scheduling of the work will be
coordinated to minimize disruptions to the deliveries in the alley.
11. Engineered road base and paving of the parking lot
• This stage involves the removal of native soil to be replaced with an engineered road
base for the asphalt areas of the parking lot. This work, along with the parking lot
paving and gas servicing, will occur late in the project so as not to disrupt the critical
path block paving activity as the parking lot will be used as a laydown.
12. Demobilization
• This stage will mark the completion of the project.
Approximate dates for each of the various working zones are provided in the image below.
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Key milestone dates are as follows:
Milestone
Mobilization
Close Caribou Street intersection to vehicular traffic
and Brewster’s Mtn. Lodge parkade
Close Wolf Street intersection to vehicular traffic
and Townhouse and Bear Street Mall parkades
Two remaining cells and storm sewer services
Road surface: preparation
Road surface: gravel, sand, pavers and polymeric
sand
Place top soil, plant trees, shrubs and grasses
(intermittent)
Site furnishings & signage
Clean up and Demobilization
Project completion

Start (week of)
March 8
April 26

Finish (week of)
March 22
July 12

March 15

July 12

March 22
March 15
May 3

June 21
July 5
July 12

March 22

June 7

June 21
July 5

July 5
July 12
July 19, 2021

Schedule risks and mitigations
The 2021 scope is highly labour intensive and detail orientated. Primary risks and associated
mitigations are listed below:
• Frozen ground: As work resumes in the spring, the ground conditions will need to meet
geotechnical standards to proceed with the road surface installation:
• all frost will need to be removed from the ground prior to placing any fill
• all fill must be frost-free to avoid quality issues relating to settlement in future years.
Exploratory work will be completed to document frost and to proactively mitigate if needed.
Starting heating of the central portion of the site (where the road base has not yet been
placed) in March will help mitigate this risk.
• Ground conditions in the parking lot: The parking lot area must be excavated for soil
cells and to resurface the parking lot. Poor ground conditions and (in terms of grading and
organic material) were found in this area in 2020 and remediation took place where needed,
this risk will be mitigated by an early start with heating and hoarding and test pits.
• Weather: A number of the remaining tasks require warm and dry conditions to be
successful. Weather may impact the day to day project schedule (so, for example, placing of
polymeric sand may need to be delayed due to rain) but allowances have been made in the
overall schedule for typical weather conditions and rain delays that would normally be
experienced.
• COVID-19: Safety protocols will remain in place for the construction crews. Preventative
testing and isolation of crew members, if needed, may compromise the resources available to
advance the project according to the currently planned schedule.
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Response Options
This report is submitted for Council’s information
OTHER INFORMATION
Budget
It is currently anticipated that the capital project will be delivered within the identified capital budget.
Banff Community Plan
Transportation goals and objectives:
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and complements pedestrian movement
and cycling.
• Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and enjoyment by creating a defined and continuous
system of pathways throughout the town.
Commercial development goals:
• Banff will remain competitive with other worldwide visitor destinations.
Council Strategic Priorities
This trial project would support Council’s strategic priorities of:
1- ‘Toward a Sustainable Transportation System” – Using street design to increase the mode shift to
active transportation.
2- ‘Toward Economic Prosperity’, by increasing the economic value derived from tourism,
increasing public and private investment and re-investment in infrastructure, and showcasing
Banff as a leader in hospitality and environmental practices and fostering year-round tourism
and related economic activities.
3- ‘Park and Walk - A Walkable Community’ by encouraging residents and visitors to travel more
sustainably, and leave their vehicles behind and by providing additional bike parking.
Internal Resources
The project is being completed with resources from across the organization.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment #1 – 2021 construction schedule
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